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Rules Aubrey Wring singles

A match with each player having four bowls will consist of two sets - each played over 9 
ends. The winner of each set will be the player with the most shots at the completion of the 
9th end. (11 ends in the final) 

A set will be deemed to be completed (with advice from the marker or competition official if
required) if at any point it becomes impossible for one player to draw or win the set given 
the number of ends remaining. 

The winner of each set shall receive 1 point, If the shots scored are tied after the last end of 
a set, the set will be drawn, scoring ½ a point per player.

The winner of the match being the better of two sets 

All rounds of the competition will be played over 2 sets plus a tie break if required, including
the final.

 If the match is tied at two drawn sets or one set each, a best of 3 ends tie-break will be 
played to determine the winner. This will be the winner of each end and NOT the total 
number of shots won in the 3 ends. 
If at the completion of the deciding 3rd end of the match tie-break, the scores are
equal, a 4th end will be played with each player delivering a single bowl to determine the 
winner. This will continue until an end is won.

In all cases a “Tied” end will count as an end.

 The player winning the toss shall have the choice of starting or giving away the
jack in the first set. The loser of the toss shall have the choice of starting or giving away the 
jack in the second set, the winner of an end will start the next end in the same set.

In the match tie-break, the player winning the toss shall choose whether to take the jack or 
give it away in both the first & third ends (assuming a third end is required) or to take or 
give away the jack in the second end.

In the event of a fourth end being required the player winning a “new” toss shall have the 
choice of starting or giving the jack away.


